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The Experience

"If we continue to behave normally, this disease will treat us abnormally." This statement by the Cabinet Secretary for Health in Kenya on March 22, 2020, nine days after the confirmation of the first COVID-19 case in Kenya, marked the beginning of months of never-ending uncertainties. The Kenyan Government has since worked tooth and nail to stem the tide of the rising number of cases in the country. Social distancing, travel restrictions, regional lockdowns, and curfews all have been implemented at some point to curtail the spread. However, five months down the line, the war seems far from over; the country is still experiencing an exponential increase in the number of cases and fatalities from the disease. As of August 15, 2020, Kenya had a total of 26,334 confirmed COVID-19 cases and 465 fatalities.

We have witnessed the impact of the disease in Kenya go deep, beyond fever, dry cough, breathlessness, sore throat, and anosmia. It has left the country's economy hamstring; the education sector inclusive. Just two days after the first case was reported (March 15, 2020), the government issued directives for the closure of all learning institutions. Millions of students have had their education disrupted. Online platforms have since been the dominant alternative platform for education, just like in other countries such as Italy and the United States, which were among the first to report upsurges of the infection. However, in a situation where most students barely have stable access to the internet and electricity, online education has been a source of inequalities in education that disadvantages the socio-economically underprivileged.

For final-year undergraduate medical students, our journey in medical school has been anything but simple. Although the Kenyan medical education system involves six years of undergraduate study, the study period for our class has been extended by almost a year due to various external interferences, including industrial actions by lecturers and doctors. COVID-19 has yet had another interference. Barely three months shy of achieving our much-anticipated lifetime goal; the proclamation of our graduation, the classic head-to-head classes were halted. A bitter pill to swallow indeed. The adoption of online classes halted. A bitter pill to swallow indeed. The adoption of online classes

Classes have never replaced the clinical practice in medicine. To quote Sir William Osler, "He who studies medicine without books sails an uncharted sea, but he who studies medicine without patients does not go to sea at all." Unlike medical students in such countries as Thailand where Samuthpongtorn & Pongpirlot reported having had the experience of seeing patients in the midst of the pandemic, we were deprived of the sea from the beginning. Justifiably, it would be hazardous to have us in the hospitals in the middle of an outbreak of a novel, highly infectious virus and a widespread shortage of personal protective equipment. Nevertheless, the essence of medical education is not to graduate, but to graduate when competent to provide patient care. We can only do so with adequate exposure to the clinical environment.

Qarajeh et al. suggest that exposing medical students to the clinical environment during this period would improve their insight into their practice of medicine especially in periods of crisis, and they even endorse returning of US students to training after receiving infection prevention training. Is this an option for us? Is there room for online examinations and graduation as reported in the Italian medical students' experience? Is it applicable in our setting? What will happen to those who cannot access the online examination platforms? What about our clinical experience? No one wants to be referred to as the 'COVID-19-generation of medical graduates who lack basic clinical
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The uncertainties are many. Yet, it is the general wish of the final-year class to complete our education and join other healthcare workers in the country in providing care.

Indeed, the uncertainties have created fear, anxiety, and despair, more so among medical students. Yet, we should not lose sight of the future. At the moment, perfect the art of watchful waiting and maintaining safety. The future is guaranteed if we are safe enough to experience it. Setbacks are just setups for comebacks.
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